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Útdráttur  

Hljóðmengun og og aðrar athafnirmanna ógna lífi í hafinu. Athuganir hafa sýnt að 

byggingarvinna neðansjávar ásamt notkun á hljóðsjám og dýptarmælum trufla fiska og 

sjávarspendýr eins og hvali sem flækjast sífellt oftar í veiðibúnaði. 

Markmið þessarar rannsóknar var að athuga hvort og þá hvernig hegðun hnúfubaka 

(Megaptera novaeangliae) breytist þegar hljóðsendir er settur neðansjávar. Áhersla var á 

að kanna köfunarferla, öndunartíðni og fæðuöflun. Í rannsókninni var notast við tvær 

gerðir hljóðsenda (hvalahljóðasendir, 3 kHz tíðni og selahræða, 14.5 kHz tíðni). 

Hljóðsendunum var komið fyrir á 5 metra dýpi. Tilraunin var framkvæmd á sex 

hnúfubökum í Skjálfanda, þremur með hvalahljóðasendinum og þremur með selahræðunni. 

Fylgst var með hegðun hvalanna með myndbandsupptökutækjum og sjónrænum 

athugunum af báti fyrir (pre-trial), á meðan (pinger-trial) og eftir (post-trial) að 

hljóðsendirinn var í gangi.  

Niðurstöðurnar sýna breytingu á hegðun hvalanna þar sem meðal köfunarferlarnir styttust 

um 17.8%, meðal öndunartíðni minnkaði um 4.4% og meðal tíðni fæðuöflunar minnkaði 

um 54.6% á milli athugunar tímans fyrir (pre-trial) og á meðan (pinger-trial) hljóðsendirinn 

var í notkun. Þetta bendir til þess að hljóðsendarnir hafi áhrif á hegðun hvalanna.  

Frekari rannsóknaer þörf með stærra úrtaki til að fá nákvæmari niðurstöður um það hvort 

þessi hljóðmerki gætu haldið hvölunum frá ákveðnum svæðum og veiðibúnaði.  

Abstract 

Anthropogenic activities including sounds and the use of various equipment pose a threat 

to the marine animals. Disturbance from underwater construction, sonars and echo 

sounders has impacted fish and marine mammals. Whale entanglements in fishing gear has 

become more frequent and is gradually posing a larger threat.  

The aim of this study was to test if the behavior of humpback whales (Megaptera 

novaeangliae) in Skjálfandí bay (Iceland) was impacted by the use of pingers. The target 

behavioural traits were diving patterns, breathing rate and feeding. In this study, two 

pingers (whale pinger, frequency 3 kHz and sealscarer, frequency 14.5 kHz) were tested at 

5 m depth on 6 individual humpback whales (3 for each pinger). The behavior of the whale 

was studied from a boat using a video camera and direct observations. The behaviour of 

each whale was noted before (pre-trial), during (pinger-trial) and after (post-trial) the use 

of the pinger.  

A change in the behavior of the whales was observed including a 17.8 % decrease in the 

mean diving time, a 4.4 % decrease in mean breathing rate and a 54.6 % decrease in 



 

feeding rates between the pre-trial and pinger-trial. This indicates that the whales were 

affected by the pingers.  

Further studies supported by larger sample sizes are required to evaluate the use of pingers 

to keep whales away from certain areas and fishing gears. 
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1. Introduction 

Whales are found in oceans all around the world (Evans, 1987) and anthropogenic 

equipment, such as fishing gears, are becoming a bigger threat to whale populations with 

an increase of reported whale entanglements every year (Neilson et al., 2007a, 2007b; How 

et al., 2015).   

Many mysticete whales migrate long distances annually between high- and low-latitudes 

(Evans, 1987; Akamatsu et al., 2014) and are very likely to encounter fishing gears 

(Neilson et al., 2007b; Harcourt et al., 2014; How et al., 2015). Entanglements in fishing 

gear can cause suffering and in worst case, death (Neilson et al., 2007b; Harcourt et al., 

2014; How et al., 2015). Studies have found different methods that could potentially keep 

the whales from being entangled. Pingers have been tested as a mean to alert the whales to 

fishing gears (Gearin et al., 2000; Teilmann et al., 2006; Scordino, 2010; Harcourt et al., 

2014; How et al., 2015). This study aims to test the behavioral reactions of Humpback 

whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) to two different types of pingers.   

 

1.1 Humpback whales 

Humpback whales are found in most oceans except for the polar ice regions (Evans, 1987; 

Klotz, 2013). They migrate between colder feeding grounds (polar seas, for example 

Antarctica, Alaska and Iceland) and warmer breeding grounds (around equator) every year 

(Martin et al., 1984; Hammond, 1990; Klotz, 2013; How et al., 2015). The North Atlantic 

humpback whales migrate to the Icelandic waters to feed on krill and schooling fish, after 

the breeding season spend in the West Indies, North Dominican Republic, West Africa and 

Cape Verde Islands (Evans, 1987; Klotz, 2013; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2015).  

They use sound to communicate (Evans, 1987; Houser et al., 2001; Magnúsdóttir et al., 

2015) and sing extensively during the breeding season (Magnúsdóttir et al., 2015). 

Previous studies have found humpback whales to produce sounds in the frequency range of 

15 Hz-8 kHz (Houser et al., 2001).  

Humpback whales are usually solitary animals but have been observed in aggregations on 

the breeding grounds, during feeding and on their migration route. They can display 

aggression to threats such as killer whales (Orcinus orca) or competing males during the 

breeding season. They warn or threaten other individuals by using tail-slapping and 

breaching. Breaching is believed to be either a display of aggression, play or cleaning the 

body from barnacles or seaweed (Evans, 1987). 

The pattern on the ventral side of their flukes is like a fingerprint and therefore unique for 

each individual (Martin et al., 1984; Evans, 1987; Klotz, 2013). They usually lift their 

flukes out of the water when going down for a dive (Evans, 1987; Klotz, 2013). Their blow 

extends up to a height of 3 m and they breathe 4-8 times with 15-30 s interval after a long 

deep dive (Evans, 1987).  
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1.2 Photo identification 

Photo-identification (Photo-ID) is a method widely used in identifying and tracking the 

movements and distribution of whales (Martin et al., 1984; Carlson et al., 1990; Hammond, 

1990; Sears et al., 1990; Bertulli et al., 2013; Klotz, 2013). This non-invasive method has 

an important role in conservation and management (Hammond, 1990; Bertulli et al., 2013; 

Klotz, 2013).  

The characteristics used for identification varies among species. Marks and scaring on the 

body or dorsal fin are commonly used in the identification of whales (Carlson et al., 1990; 

Hammond, 1990; Sears et al., 1990; Bertulli et al., 2013). This technique has several 

advantages compared to normal tagging methods. Photo-ID is not interfering with the 

whales and the behavior is not affected by these studies (Hammond, 1990).  

The pattern on the ventral side of the fluke, the shape of the dorsal fin and marks and scars 

on the body are used in the identification of humpback whales (Carlson et al., 1990; 

Robbins & Mattila, 2000). Previous studies using photo-ID have found entanglement scars 

on the body of whales (Robbins & Mattila, 2000; Neilson et al., 2007a, 2007b; Bertulli et 

al., 2013).   

 

1.3 Sound and hearing 

Many marine mammals use acoustic signals to communicate during foraging, reproduction 

and navigation (Houser et al., 2001)  

Sound is defined as pressure waves that move through a media with the speed dependent 

on the media. The speed of sound is about 4.4 times faster in water than in air. Sound 

signals are characterized by their frequency (Hz), sound pressure (Pascal (Pa)) and the 

sound intensity (logarithmic decibel scale (dB)). The unit dB re 1 μPa is used when 

describing the sound intensity in water (Kinsler et al., 2000; O’Brian et al., 2002).    

Sound frequencies below 20 Hz are infrasound’s that can be heard by for example fish and 

mysticete whales. Sound frequencies over 20 kHz are ultrasounds heard by for example 

dolphins and bats. Younger humans are usually able to hear sounds with frequencies from 

20 Hz - 20 kHz in air (Fay, 1988). Studies have found some mammals to hear sound 

frequencies up to 50 kHz some even up to 100 kHz (Wever et al., 1969; Fay, 1988).  

There is little known about the auditory sensitivity of mysticete whales (Houser et al., 

2001). Houser et al. (2001) made a mathematical function to predict an audiogram for 

humpback whales. Their model indicated that humpback whales have a sensitivity to 

frequencies in the range of 700 Hz-10 kHz with the highest relative sensitivity from 2-6 

kHz. 
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1.4 Anthropogenic effects on whales  

Anthropogenic sounds from construction, ships, sonars, underwater blasting etc. pose a 

risk for many marine animals. Military echo sounders (mid frequency 2.6-8.2 kHz) have 

been documented to cause injuries to whales and surveys using seismic exploration were 

found to disturb seals and fish (O’Brian et al., 2002).  

Scars and marks from propellers or net entanglements on the skin were reported during a 

photographic study of skin disorders and ectoparasites on minke whales (Balaenoptera 

acutorostrata) in Iceland (Bertulli et al., 2013). Individuals that travel long distances may 

have a higher risk of getting entangled in fishing nets or encounter boats and being struck 

by propellers (Bertulli et al., 2013; van der Hoop et al., 2013). A study on whales in the 

Northwest Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico from 1970-2009 concluded that out of 1762 dead 

whales roughly 500 were linked to entanglements and boat strikes (van der Hoop et al., 

2013). 

Whale entanglements in fishing gear were reported in 17 countries from 2003-2008 and are 

becoming a world-wide problem (How et al., 2015). The use of gill nets poses a threat to 

harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) due to bycatch and death of thousands of 

individuals annually around the world (Gearin et al., 2000; Teilmann et al., 2006).    

Fifty-two humpback whales were reported entangled in fishing gears in Alaska from 1997 

to 2004 (Neilson et al., 2007a, 2007b). The wounds from entanglements are often seen 

posteriorly on the caudal peduncle (narrow part of body where fluke is attached) and can 

remain as scarring patterns for years after the incident (Robbins & Mattila, 2000; Neilson 

et al., 2007a, 2007b). Caudal peduncle scarring related to entanglements were seen on 48-

65 percent of humpback whales photographed in the Gulf of Maine from 1997-2002 

(Neilson et al., 2007a, 2007b; van der Hoop et al., 2013). The amount of reported 

entanglements was lower than the number of entanglements found by Neilson et al. 

(2007b). This indicates that the whales might untangle themselves or maybe there is a lack 

of reported entanglement incidents (Neilson et al., 2007b). 

Whale entanglements in fishing gear had a yearly average of 3.7 off Western Australia 

before 2011 and increased to 32 in 2013. Humpback whales entangled in Lobster fishing 

gears (wooden pots marked with ropes and surface floats, fig. 1) are most commonly 

reported but minke whales, southern right whales (Eubalaena australis), Bryde’s whales 

(Balaenoptera brydei) and sperm whales (Physeter microcephalus) have also been 

documented. Octopus fishery is a growing industry operating similar gears as the lobster 

fishing. In 2015 there was an increase in reported whale entanglements connected to this 

industry (How et al., 2015).   
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Fig. 1: The setup for western rock lobster fishing with illustrations of humpback whales swimming close to 

the line to the surface (How et al., 2015). 

The population viability of larger marine mammals could be significantly impacted by the 

entanglements in fishing gear (Harcourt et al., 2014; How et al., 2015). How et al. (2015) 

says: “These interactions are thought to be the single largest anthropogenic threat facing 

the recovery of many endangered cetaceans 1970 through 2009, in the context of 

management changes.” (van der Hoop et al., 2013). Entanglements can be very stressful 

for the animal and can result in prolonged suffering and possibly death (Harcourt et al., 

2014; How et al., 2015). 

A total of 128 entanglements were recorded in 2013 by the end of the whale migration 

season (How et al., 2015). 

 

1.5 Methods to prevent entanglements 

Previous studies in Australia have found different mitigation measures to prevent the 

whales from being entangled in fishing gear (Erbe & McPherson, 2012; How et al., 2015), 

specifically for lobster- and octopus fisheries (How et al., 2015). Different gear 

modifications (fig. 2) that may reduce whale entanglements were tested and evaluated by 

fishermen (How et al., 2015).   
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Fig. 2: Specifications for the gear modifications tested to prevent whale entanglements (1: 44 kg/220 m and 

22 kg/220 m, 2: Housing from a dolphin specific pinger. Whale pinger under development but will use same 

housing, 3: B5A (44 hour release @ 20oC) and C5 (66.5 hour release @ 20oC), 4: Fiomarine Industries™ 

Fiobuoy ® commercial fishing buoy prototype acoustic release) (How et al., 2015). 

Future Oceans ™ whale pinger with a 3 kHz (± 0.5 kHz) frequency and a source level of 

135 dB re 1μP at 1 m (± 4 dB) was tested on southern migrating humpback whales. An 

array of pingers, placed on vertical fishing lines similar to those used in lobster and 

octopus fishing, was deployed 1 km in front of migrating humpbacks and the behavior of 

the whales were tracked from boats. The pinger was designed to alert whales of the 

presence of fishing gear (How et al., 2015) and previous assessments found it to have a 

detection range of 210 m (Erbe & McPherson, 2012; How et al., 2015). By calculating the 

swimming speed of humpbacks, the detection radius and the time between the emitted 

sounds they found that a 67-100 m spacing is enough for humpbacks to detect and avoid 

the fishing gear (Erbe & McPherson, 2012; How et al., 2015).  

Acoustic deterrents, such as sealchasers (acoustic harassment device), have been used in 

previous studies to deter pinnipeds and keep them from eating endangered salmonids 

(Brown et al., 2007; Scordino, 2010). The sealchaser was designed to produce sound, with 

a frequency between 12 and 17 kHz, to cause discomfort for the pinnipeds and keep them 

away from the area (Scordino, 2010). The deterrence also included hazing, underwater 

shock waves, barriers, rubber projectiles and seal bombs (underwater firecrackers) (Brown 

et al., 2007; Scordino, 2010). These non-lethal deterrence methods, including the 

sealchaser, appeared to have a limited effect over time as the pinnipeds got used to the 

different methods and learned to avoid them (Scordino, 2010).  

Teilmann et al. (2006) tested the effect of pingers by playing sounds with a frequency of 

100-140 kHz to two captive harbor porpoises. The behavior of the harbor porpoise was 

monitored using video recordings and dataloggers. Results showed a decrease in heart rate, 

echolocation and surface time as a reaction to the sounds (Teilmann et al., 2006). These 

results combined with results from previous studies indicate that pingers on gill nets could 

alert the harbor porpoises and effectively decrease the bycatch (Gearin et al., 2000; 

Teilmann et al., 2006). 

As indicated in previous studies acoustic deterrents and pingers have been found to have 

some effect on marine mammals. The use of underwater sound and pingers could help us 

understanding how anthropogenic sound may affect the whales, and this knowledge can 

help us to protect them from some of the dangers we pose to them in the waters around the 

world. The results from this study could possibly clarify the effect of the pingers on 

humpback whale behavior. This could indicate whether the pingers could be attached to 

fishing gears to alert the whales and keep them from being entangled. 
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1.6 Objectives 

The aim of this study is to test the effect of pingers on the behavior of humpback whales. 

Two different pingers (sealscarer and whale pinger) are tested. The diving patterns, 

breathing rate and feeding is used as behavioural traits to determine if the pingers are 

affecting the whale. The hypothesis is that the behavior of the whale changes when a 

pinger is deployed into the water and alternatively the hypothesis will be rejected if there is 

no change in the whale behavior. 
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2. Material and methods 

The data was collected from April to July 2017 (table 1).  

Table 1: Number of study day and trial, comments, date, time and boat for each trip during the study. Boats 

from whale watching company Gentle Giants (GG) was used in the last half of the trials. 

Study 

day 

number 

Trial 

number 

Comments Date Time of trip Boat 

1 1 Incomplete trial. 

Whale 

disappeared 

during the trial 

29.04.2017 15:00 – 18:30 Research 

boat 

2 2 Full trial 03.05.2017 18:30 – 23:00 Research 

boat 

3 

 

 No trial (no new 

humpback whale 

was found) 

04.05.2017 06:00 – 10:00 Research 

boat 

4 3 Boat broke, so 

trial was cancelled 

after pre-trial 

04.05.2017 18:45 – 21:00 Research 

boat 

5 4 Full trial 16.06.2017 20:30 – 24:00 RIB boat 

Amma 

Helga 

(GG) 

6 5 Full trial 20.06.2017 20:00 – 00:30 Athena 

(GG) 

7 6 and 7 Two full trials 27.06.2017 18:00 – 23:30 Athena 

(GG) 

8 8 Full trial 28.06.2017 17:30 – 20:30 Athena 

(GG) 

9  No trial (no new 

humpback whale 

was found) 

11.07.2017 14:00 – 18:00 Athena 

(GG) 

10 9 and 10 Full trials. Not 

used (other whales 

came too close to 

the focal whale. 

Hard to 

distinguish 

between the 

whales) 

14.07.2017 16:30 – 23:00 Athena 

(GG) 
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2.1 Study site 

The study site was Skjálfandi bay located in Northeast Iceland (66°05’N, 17°31’W) off the 

town of Húsavík (fig. 3). The bay is 25-30 km wide and extends 20 km from the southern 

end to the mouth of the bay (Bertulli et al., 2013; Akamatsu et al., 2014). Skjálfandi bay is 

a known feeding ground for many different cetaceans. It is estimated that 6.3 * 106 tons of 

food is consumed by whales in the waters around Iceland every year (Akamatsu et al., 

2014).  

 

 

Fig. 3: Picture showing the location of the research site, Skjálfandi bay, on a map of Iceland (Left side, 

marked with blue), and zoomed in on the area around Húsavík (right side). 

The study was carried out in cooperation with PhD student Charla Basran from the 

University of Iceland’s Húsavík research center and a second researcher was logging the 

data during the trials. 

 

2.2 Experimental setup 

The two pingers tested in this experiment were a whale pinger and a sealscarer. 

Whale pinger: created by Future Oceans, with a frequency of 3 kHz for a duration of 400 

ms with a repeat interval of 5 s and a sound level of 145 dB. 

Sealscarer: Lofitech, with a frequency of 14.5 kHz for a duration of 550 ms with a repeat 

interval of 0.6-90 s and a sound level of 189 dB.  

The pinger was attached to a buoy and a lead weight was attached to the bottom of the 

pinger to keep it at a depth of 5 m. The buoy was attached to the boat to keep it from 

floating away. The whale pinger, attached on a line, blinked green in contact with water, 

and then started beeping with the 3-kHz tone. The sealscarer was attached to a 12 V battery 

and started beeping with a 14.5 kHz tone as soon as the switch on the box was turned to 1.  
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The humpback whale behavior was tracked using a video camera (Sony HDR-CX160E), 

GPS points were logged on a computer, distance was measured with a rangefinder 

(Bushnell® Pro 1M™ Laser Rangefinder) and the bearing was determined by using an 

angle board. All the tracking was done by sitting in the front of the boat (fig. 4) or on the 

roof of the wheelhouse. The tracking was said out loud on the boat and noted down in the 

IFAW (International Fund for Animal Welfare) program, Logger 2010, on a computer.  

 

 

Fig. 4: Picture showing the setup for the tracking and filming of the humpback whale and the position of the 

researchers on the first research boat. Charla (right) is using range finder and angle board and I (left) am 

filming with the video camera. The GPS is located outside the window between us and the third researcher is 

below deck under the window and logging the data in Logger 2010 (photo by Yann Kolbeinsson). 

Three different boats were used during the trials (fig. 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5: The three boats used during the trials. The Húsavík research center boat on the left (photo by 

Charlotte Neumann), the Gentle Giant RIB boat Amma Helga in the middle (photo from Gentle Giants 

website) and Gentle Giant boat Athena on the right (photo from Gentle Giants website). 
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2.3 Before trials 

Testing and practicing using the range finder and video camera took place on board of 

different whale watching boats going out from Húsavík. It was tested on Gentle Giants 

boat, Sylvia on the 13th of April, and on Gentle Giants speedboat, Amma Kibba on the 18th 

of April. 

Calibration of the equipment took place in Húsavík harbor on the 18th of April. A 

hydrophone (Reson 4032) was attached to a stick at a fixed point. The whale pinger was 

tested at 2, 3 and 5 m from the hydrophone, and the sealscarer at 20, 30 and 40 m from the 

hydrophone. The hydrophone and the pingers were held 1 m from the edge of the dock and 

went down to a depth of 5 m. The recordings from some of the calibrations can be seen in 

fig. 6-9. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Recordings of the whale pinger 2 m from hydrophone. The top graph shows the intensity (in dB 

relative the maximum intensity) as a function of the frequency (kHz). The bottom graph shows the relative 

amplitude (%) as a function of the time (ms) of the signal. 
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Fig. 7: Recordings of the whale pinger 5 m from hydrophone. The top graph shows the intensity (in dB 

relative the maximum intensity) as a function of the frequency (kHz). The bottom graph shows the relative 

amplitude (%) as a function of the time (ms) of the signal. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Recordings of the sealscarer 20 m from hydrophone. The top graph shows the intensity (in dB relative 

the maximum intensity) as a function of the frequency (kHz). The bottom graph shows the relative amplitude 

(%) as a function of the time (ms) of the signal. 
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Fig. 9: Recordings of the sealscarer 40 m from hydrophone. The top graph shows the intensity (in dB relative 

the maximum intensity) as a function of the frequency (kHz). The bottom graph shows the relative amplitude 

(%) as a function of the time (ms) of the signal. 

Calibration figures were made with Adobe Audition, BatSound and SIGPRO. 

All the equipment was tested at sea before starting the actual trial. It was planned to do 10 - 

15 trials with an equal amount of trials for both pingers. 

2.4 Trials 

The research boat sailed out in Skjálfandi bay to find a humpback whale for the trial. A 

focal whale was chosen and photographs were taken with a camera (Canon EOS 70D with 

zoom lens EF 100-400 mm 1:4.5-5.6 and Nikon D3200 with 55-300 mm zoom lens) to get 

the ID-photos needed to identify the individual. The ID-photos were put into a word 

document and brought on board the boat for the next trial. This made it possible to check if 

the focal whale was a new one before starting the trial. This ensured that individuals were 

only used once for each pinger.  

When the focal whale was confirmed as a new whale, the boat was positioned 

approximately 100 m from the whale. The pre-trial started and the whale was tracked for 

30 min (boat is following whale from a distance) by using a video camera, range finder and 

angle board. The start time was recorded and a GPS track was running on a computer on 

the boat. The behavior of the whale was recorded by saying “Up” when the whale took a 

breath and “Diving” every time it went down for a dive. Additional behaviors, such as 

feeding, was also mentioned when they occurred. The angle and distance to the whale was 

recorded by using a range finder and an angle board every time the whale surfaced. After 

30 min observation/tracking, the boat was positioned 100 m from the focal whale and the 

engine was turned off. The whale pinger or sealscarer was put in the water at a depth of 5 

m. The start time and type of device being tested was noted. The whale was then tracked 

for 15 min in the same way as it was in the pre-trial. After 15 min, the pinger was removed 
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from the water and the end time was noted. The whale was then tracked for 30 min the 

same way as in the pre-trial. In the beginning of each recording, the type of trial (Pre-, 

whale pinger/sealscarer- and post-trial) and the number of the trial was said out loud to 

record it on the video. 

 

2.5 Video- and data analysis 

The pictures taken of the focal whale in each trial, were analysed and compared to the 

Húsavík research center’s humpback whale catalogue after each trip, to identify the 

individual that participated in the trial. 

2.5.1 Humpback whale identification 

The humpback whales in Skjálfandi bay are photographed by researchers every year from 

March – November. The photographs are taken of the dorsal fin, both sides, and the ventral 

side of the fluke. All the photos are transferred to a folder with date, time and name of boat 

and researcher on a hard drive at the Húsavík research center. In this folder, all the photos 

are sorted and divided into new folders, one for each sighted individual. All photos for 

each whale are analysed and the best ID-photos are put into a new folder named ID. The 

scarring and markings on the fluke can then be categorized according to the codes seen in 

Appendix A. The whales are identified by comparing the fluke code, scar code and photos 

to Húsavík research center’s database and catalogues containing all the whales seen in 

Skjálfandi bay from 2004 – now. The whales in the database and catalogues have an ID-

number. If the whale is found in the catalogue it is a re-sight, and the ID-number of the 

whale is put as the folder name. If the whale is not found it is a new sighting and the whale 

is given a name which is put as the folder name. Each year, all the whales are put into the 

catalogue, with the best photos of fluke and dorsal fin, in an excel sheet with the date and 

time of the sighting and in the database with both photos, dates and coding of scars and 

fluke.   

2.5.2 Analysis 

The videos were analysed in the “Film og TV” (Movie and TV) program on the computer, 

by looking at the diving behavior, breathing pattern, movements and feeding behavior 

before, during and after the use of the pinger (table 2). The data from the analysis was 

written down in an Excel sheet.  
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Table 2: The data noted down when analysing the videos (left side) and the data analysis in Excel (right side) 

for each trial. 

Video analysis Data analysis 

Trial (number, pre-, whale pinger/sealscarer- 

and post-) 

Time difference between behaviors (min) 

Behavior (up, diving) Diving time (min) 

Additional behavior (feeding) Mean diving time (min) 

Comments Number of breathings between dives 

Time (in video) of behaviors “up” and 

“diving” 

Mean number breathings between dives 

 Total number of feeding 

 Total feeding/min 

 Type of feeding (low, medium, high) 

 

In the analysis, the time of breathing was noted down as soon as the spout of the whale was 

visible and the time of a dive was noted when the fluke/whale had just disappeared under 

the water surface. The feeding was divided into three different feeding behaviors, low, 

medium and high (fig. 10-12). 
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Fig. 10: Still pictures from videos of low feeding behavior. 

 

 

Fig. 11: Still pictures from videos of medium feeding behavior. 

 

 

Fig. 12: Still pictures from videos of high feeding behavior. 
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The statistics used for the data analysis was a paired t-test for the comparison between pre-, 

pinger- and post-trial, and a t-test for the comparison between the two pingers (whale and 

sealscarer) made in RStudio Version 0.99.903 – © 2009-2016 RStudio, Inc. 
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3. Results 

Trial 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were used in the analysis and the result section is divided into these 

trials. 

3.1 Trial 2 

The trial was conducted on May 3rd at 20:10. The sealscarer was used in this trial and the 

whale was new to the bay this year and named Cosima. 

The photos used to identify the whale, Cosima, can be seen in fig. 13 and 14. 

  

 

Fig. 13: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on May 3rd. 

 

 

Fig. 14: Picture of the right side of dorsal fin taken from the research boat on May 3rd. 

The length of the video for the pre-trial was 27:20 min, the sealscarer-trial 07:28 min and 

the post-trial was 28:10 min. 
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The mean diving time was highest in the sealscarer-trial with 01:54 minutes (min) 

compared to the mean diving time of 01:13 min in the pre-trial and 01:33 min in the post-

trial (fig. 15). 

 

Fig. 15: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the sealscarer-

trial with 3.00 breaths compared to 2.06 breaths in the pre-trial and 2.50 in the post-trial 

(fig. 16).  

 

 

Fig. 16: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 
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There was no observed feeding behavior during this trial. 

The whale came up close to the boat one time in the pre-trial and in most of the sealscarer-

trial it was too far away from the boat to be seen properly in the video. It made a tail splash 

in the beginning of the sealscarer-trial and a pec slap towards the end of the post-trial.  

3.2 Trial 4 

The trial was conducted on June 16th at 21:35. The whale pinger was used in this trial and 

the whale was identified as Mn552 - Odin. 

The photos used to identify the whale can be seen in fig. 17 and 18.  

 

 

Fig. 17: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on June 16th. 

 

 

Fig. 18: Picture of the right side of dorsal fin taken from the research boat on June 16th. 
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The length of the video for the pre-trial was 24:00 min, the whale pinger-trial 14:12 min 

and the post-trial was 25:16 min. 

The mean diving time (fig. 19) was highest in the pre-trial with 02:07 min compared to 

00:21 min in the whale pinger-trial and 00:23 min in the post-trial.  

 

 

Fig. 19: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the pre-trial 

with 5.20 breaths compared to 3.50 breaths in the whale pinger-trial and 2.88 in the post-

trial (fig. 20).  
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Fig. 20: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The whale was not feeding during the pre-trial but had the highest number of feedings per 

minute in the post-trial, 0.40 feedings/min, more than double of the whale pinger-trial with 

0.14 feedings/min (fig. 21). The post-trial mostly had low feeding behavior and both whale 

pinger-trial and post-trial had an equal amount of medium and high feeding behavior.  

 

 

Fig. 21: The number of feedings per minute for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial with 

the feeding behavior divided in to low, medium, high and total for each trial. Standard errors are inserted at 

each column. The total number (n) of feedings for each feeding behavior is seen in parenthesis (pre, whale 

pinger, post) after each behavior under the columns. 

The whale was 200-300 m away from the boat several times during the pre-trial and in 

most of the whale pinger-trial and gradually swimming further away during the whale 
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pinger-trial. It came close to the boat (10-45 m) several times during the post-trial but was 

200 m away at the end of the trial. 

 

3.3 Trial 5 

The trial was conducted on June 20th at 22:15. The whale pinger was used in this trial and 

the whale was identified as Mn497 - Mystery. 

The photos used to identify the whale can be seen in fig. 22 and 23.  

 

Fig. 22: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on June 20th. 

 

 

Fig. 23: Pictures of the dorsal fin taken from the research boat on June 16th. Right side is seen on the right 

picture and left side on the left picture. 

The length of the video for the pre-trial was 22:15 min, the whale pinger-trial 15:16 min 

and the post-trial was 29:56 min. 

The mean diving time (fig. 24) was highest in the whale pinger-trial with 01:12 min 

compared to 00:30 min in the pre-trial and 00:34 min in the post-trial.  
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Fig. 24: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the whale 

pinger-trial with 2.67 breaths compared to 1.67 breaths in the pre-trial and 1.90 in the post-

trial (fig. 25).  

 

 

Fig. 25: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The total number of feedings/min (fig. 26) was about four times lower in the whale pinger-

trial, 0.33 times per min, compared to both the pre-trial, 1.35 times per min, and post-trial, 

1.44 times per min. The feeding behavior was mostly high in the pre-trial and post-trial 

whereas the whale pinger-trial had no high feeding behavior. 
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Fig. 26: The number of feedings per minute for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial with 

the feeding behavior divided in to low, medium, high and total for each trial. Standard errors are inserted at 

each column. The total number (n) of feedings for each feeding behavior is seen in parenthesis (pre, whale 

pinger, post) after each behavior under the columns. 

It came close to the boat, 10 m, a couple of times in the pre-trial. It was more than 200 m 

away for most of the whale pinger-trial, moving further and further away from the boat, up 

to 250 m away in the end. It was not moving far away from the boat during the post-trial 

and it was doing a lot of lunge feeding (high feeding behavior) in the area around the boat.  

 

3.4 Trial 6 

The trial was conducted on June 27th at 19:35. The sealscarer was used in this trial and the 

whale was identified as Mn447 - Triplet. 

The photos used to identify the whale can be seen in fig. 27 and 28. 

 

 

Fig. 27: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on June 27th. 
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Fig. 28: Picture of the left side of dorsal fin taken from the research boat on June 27th. 

The length of the video for the pre-trial was 23:17 min, the sealscarer-trial 14:34 min and 

the post-trial was 29:31 min. 

The mean diving time (fig. 29) was highest in the pre-trial with 02:09 min compared to 

01:18 min in the sealscarer-trial and 00:45 min in the post-trial.  

 

 

Fig. 29: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the pre-trial 

with 3.25 breaths compared to 1.56 breaths in the sealscarer-trial and 2.06 in the post-trial 

(fig. 30).  
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Fig. 30: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 

No feeding behavior was observed in the pre-trial and sealscarer-trial and only two low 

feeding behaviors was observed during the post-trial.   

The whale was more than 200 m away in the beginning of the pre-trial and there were 

many whales in the area, one coming up close to the focal whale in the end of the pre-trial. 

It came up without breathing in the beginning of the sealscarer-trial, and came up 2 

seconds later and took a breath, which was the only time this was observed. It was moving 

further and further away from the boat from 150 m in the beginning of the sealscarer-trial 

to more than 450 m in the end of the sealscarer-trial. It was also swimming away from the 

boat in the post-trial with many distances over 200 m. 

 

3.5 Trial 7 

The trial was conducted on June 27th at 21:25. The sealscarer was used in this trial and the 

whale was identified as Mn512 - CaptainHook. 

The photos used to identify the whale can be seen in fig. 31 and 32. 
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Fig. 31: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on June 27th. 

 

 

Fig. 32: Picture of the right side of dorsal fin taken from the research boat on June 27th. 

The length of the video for the pre-trial was 28:58 min, the sealscarer-trial 14:40 min and 

the post-trial was 29:46 min. 

The mean diving time (fig. 33) was 00:49 min for both pre-trial and sealscarer-trial and 

lower at 00:34 min for the post-trial.  
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Fig. 33: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the sealscarer-

trial with 3.50 breaths compared to 2.56 breaths in the pre-trial and 2.61 in the post-trial 

(fig. 34).  

 

 

Fig. 34: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, sealscarer and post under each column. 

The total number of feedings/min (fig. 35) was lower in the sealscarer-trial with 0.41 times 

per min, compared to both the pre-trial, 0.82 times per min, and post-trial, 0.67 times per 

min. The feeding behavior was mostly low or medium in the pre-trial and post-trial and no 

high feeding behavior occurred during the pre-trial.  
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Fig. 35: The number of feedings per minute for pre- (blue), sealscarer- (orange) and post (grey) -trial with 

the feeding behavior divided in to low, medium, high and total for each trial. Standard errors are inserted at 

each column. The total number (n) of feedings for each feeding behavior is seen in parenthesis (pre, 

sealscarer, post) after each behavior under the columns. 

The whale was not moving too far away from the boat in the pre-trial. It was mostly within 

150 m from the boat. Another whale was close by many times and ended up swimming 

towards the focal whale and very close to the boat. The focal whale was more than 250 m 

away in the beginning of the sealscarer-trial but swam closer to the boat, 65 m, a couple of 

times before swimming more than 200 m away again. It came up less than 50 m from the 

boat several times during the post-trial and mostly stayed less than 100 m from the boat.  

 

3.6 Trial 8 

The trial was conducted on June 28th at 18:35. The whale pinger was used in this trial and 

the whale was identified as Mn422 - Constellation. 

The photos used to identify the whale can be seen in fig. 36 and 37. 
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Fig. 36: Picture of the fluke taken from the research boat on June 28th. 

 

 

Fig. 37: Picture of the right side of dorsal fin taken from the research boat on June 28th. 

The length of the video for the pre-trial was 29:40 min, the whale pinger-trial 15:09 min 

and the post-trial was 29:24 min. 

The mean diving time (fig. 38) was highest in the post-trial with 00:51 min compared to 

the mean diving time at 00:32 min for the pre-trial and 00:30 min for the whale pinger-

trial.  
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Fig. 38: The mean diving time (min) for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial. Standard 

errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of diving times for each trial is seen in parenthesis 

after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The whale had the highest mean number of breathings between dives during the pre-trial 

and post-trial with 1.68 breathings in both. It was a bit lower in the whale pinger-trial with 

1.50 breathings (fig. 39). 

 

 

Fig. 39: The mean number of breathings between two dives for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post 

(grey) -trial. Standard errors are inserted at each column. The total number (n) of breathings between dives 

for each trial is seen in parenthesis after pre, whale pinger and post under each column. 

The number of feedings/min (fig. 40) was highest in the pre-trial and lowest in the post-

trial. The feeding behavior in the whale pinger-trial was low, whereas it was almost equally 

low and medium in the pre-trial and post-trial. The pre-trial was the only trial with a high 

feeding behavior. 
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Fig. 40: The number of feedings per minute for pre- (blue), whale pinger- (orange) and post (grey) -trial with 

the feeding behavior divided in to low, medium, high and total for each trial. Standard errors are inserted at 

each column. The total number (n) of feedings for each feeding behavior is seen in parenthesis (pre, whale 

pinger, post) after each behavior under the columns. 

The whale was within 50 m from the boat several times in the first 10 min of the pre-trial 

before swimming further away, up to 300 m. It changed the swimming direction 14 times 

in the pre-trial and beginning of the whale pinger-trial. It mostly stayed more than 250 m 

away from the boat during the whale pinger-trial. And it was closer to the boat in the post-

trial, mostly around 100-150 m from the boat. 
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3.7 All trials 

All the results from the six trials are summarized in table 3. The total mean is decreasing 

for the diving time and number of breathings between dives from the pre-trial to the post-

trial, whereas the total mean for feedings/min is decreasing in the pinger-trial and 

increasing again in the post-trial. 

Table 3: The mean diving time (min), mean number of breathings between dives, total feedings/min and the 

total mean for pre, pinger (whale pinger/sealscarer) and post in all the trials. 

 Mean diving time (min) Mean number of 

breathings between 

dives 

Total feedings/min 

Trial Pre Pinger post Pre Pinger 

 

post Pre Pinger 

 

post 

2 01:13 01:54 01:33 2,06 3,00 2,50 0 0 0 

4 02:07 00:21 00:23 5,20 3,50 2,88 0 0,14 0,40 

5 00:30 01:12 00:34 1,67 2,67 1,90 1,35 0,33 1,44 

6 02:09 01:18 00:45 3,25 1,56 2,06 0 0 0,07 

7 00:49 00:49 00:34 2,56 3,50 2,61 0,82 0,41 0,67 

8 00:32 00:30 00:51 1,68 1,50 1,68 0,47 0,33 0,31 

Total mean 01:13 01:00 00:46 2,74 2,62 2,27 0,44 0,20 0,47 

 

There is a difference in the behaviors of the whales between the two pingers (table 4). The 

mean diving time is higher in the sealscarer trials (pre, pinger and post) and the decrease 

between the pinger and post-trial is higher than between the pre-trial and pinger-trial. The 

decrease for the whale pinger is highest between the pre-trial and the pinger-trial. But the 

total decrease between pre-trial and post-trial is equal, 27 s, for both pingers. The mean 

number of breathings between dives is a bit higher for the whale pinger in the pre-trial and 

it decreases for the whale pinger during the pinger-trial and post-trial. The sealscarer has 

an increase between the pre-trial and pinger-trial, and a decrease between pinger-trial and 

post-trial. The total feedings/min is generally higher for the whale pinger with a decrease 

in feeding behavior during the pinger-trial for both pingers. 

 

Table 4: The mean diving time, mean number of breathings between dives and total feedings/min for the 

whale pinger and the sealscarer. 

  

Mean diving time 

Mean number of 

breathings between 

dives 

 

Total feedings/min 

 Pre Pinger Post Pre Pinger Post Pre Pinger Post 

Whale pinger 01:03 00:41 00:36 2,85 2,56 2,15 0,61 0,27 0,71 

Sealscarer 01:24 01:20 00:57 2,62 2,69 2,39 0,28 0,14 0,22 
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There is no statistically significant difference for the change in behavior in the trials (pre, 

pinger and post) when comparing the mean from before, during and after the pinger to each 

other for each behavior analysed (table 5). 

Table 5: P-value from paired t-test of the difference between pre/pinger, pinger/post and pre/post trials for 

mean diving time, number of breathings between dives and the total feedings/min. 

 Mean diving time Mean number of 

breathings between dives 

Total feedings/min 

 Pre, 

pinger 

Pinger, 

post 

Pre, 

post 

Pre, 

pinger 

Pinger, 

post 

Pre, 

post 

Pre, 

pinger 

Pinger, 

post 

Pre, 

post 

p-value 0.61 0.18 0.28 0.84 0.19 0.34 0.23 0.19 0.75 

 

There is no statistically significant difference in the change of behavior between the two 

pingers when comparing the mean of the pingers (whale pinger and sealscarer) to each 

other in each trial (pre, pinger and post) (table 6). 

 

Table 6: P-value from t-test of the difference between the mean of the trials for the two pingers in pre-, 

pinger- and post-trial for mean diving time, mean number of breathings between dives and the total 

feedings/min. 

 Mean diving time Mean number of 

breathings between dives 

Total feedings/min 

 pre pinger post pre pinger post pre pinger post 

p-value 0.63 0.19 0.37 0.87 0.88 0.60 0.53 0.46 0.33 
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4. Discussion 

We planned to do 10-15 trials but because of problems with the boats, bad weather 

conditions, no whales or too many whales in the area, it was not possible to do all the trials 

planned. In the end, we had eight full trials (table 1) and I used six of the trials in the 

analysis. Many whales were swimming close to each other in the last two full trials (trial 9 

and 10) and on many occasions, they were very close to the focal whale. This made it 

difficult to distinguish the whales from each other in the video and I decided to leave out 

the last two full trials because of these limitations. 

 

4.1 Trials 

The behavior of the whale in the pre-trial is different for each whale (table 3). When the 

behavior is different before the pinger is deployed into the water it makes sense that the 

behavior to the pinger can also be different.  

I would expect the largest difference (decrease/increase) to be between the pre-trial and 

pinger-trial. The pre-trial should be a “baseline” for the normal behavior with no 

interference. When the pinger is deployed into the water the possible reaction to the pinger 

would be a change in behavior. The pinger is not in the water in the post-trial and I would 

expect the behavior to be more like the behavior in the pre-trial since the pinger should no 

longer be affecting the behavior. This would be the initial thoughts about the expected 

outcome. 

4.1.1 Diving time 

Trial 2 (fig. 15), 4 (fig. 19) and 5 (fig. 24) have the expected outcome with the 

decrease/increase in diving time during the pinger-trial. Trial 6 (fig. 29) decrease between 

pre-trial and post-trial and trial 7 (fig. 33) has similar diving times in pre-trial and pinger-

trial but a decrease in the post-trial. The diving time in trial 8 (fig. 38) has a small decrease 

between pre-trial and pinger-trial and increase in the post-trial with the biggest difference 

between pinger-trial and post-trial. The difference in these diving patterns for the six 

whales could be due to the difference in their normal behavior and the varying distance to 

the boat and pinger. It would probably make more sense to look at the total diving time 

(table 3) which is decreasing between the pre-trial and the pinger-trial. This indicates that 

the pinger is affecting the diving time. 

4.1.2 Number of breathings between dives 

All the trials show the expected change in behavior with the biggest decrease/increase 

between pre-trial and pinger-trial (table 3). Trial 2 (fig. 16), 5 (fig. 25), 6 (fig. 30), 7 (fig. 

34) and 8 (fig. 39) are decreasing/increasing in the pinger-trial compared to the pre-trial 

and post-trial. Trial 4 (fig. 20) is decreasing from pre-trial to post-trial and is the only trial 

with this pattern.  
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The number of breathings between dives generally decrease when looking at the total mean 

for all six whales (table 3). The whale in trial 4 has the highest number of breathings which 

could explain why the decrease in the total number of breathings are following the pattern 

seen in trial 4. The decrease in the total mean is biggest between pinger-trial and post-trial. 

The total mean combines all the decreases and increases from the different trials and 

therefore change or even out some of the differences seen when looking at only one trial. 

Since the whales react differently, with an increase or decrease in diving time, it would 

probably make more sense to look at them individually. All six whales have the expected 

change in behavior and this would biologically indicate a reaction to the pinger. 

The results for the breathing rate and diving time could have been affected by the 

difference in trial time in pre-, pinger- and post-trial for each whale. The trials with the 

shortest trial times could possibly have had a different behavioral pattern if the trials had 

been longer. It would be expected that a longer trial time gives a better indication of the 

overall behavior of the whale.  

4.1.3 Feedings/min 

Feeding behavior was observed in five of the six trials. The whale in trial 4 (fig. 21) had no 

feeding behavior in the pre-trial, only two in the pinger-trial and then 10 in the post-trial. 

The whale was not feeding when we found it and the lack of feeding behaviors in the pre-

trial makes it more difficult to determine if there is a change in behavior when the pinger is 

in the water. It started feeding in the beginning of the pinger-trial more than 200 m from 

the boat and then the feeding behavior increased in the post-trial. The low number (n) of 

feedings in this trial makes it more difficult to evaluate on but the increase in feeding 

behavior between the pinger-trial and post-trial could indicate a reaction to the pinger. 

Trial 5 (fig. 26) and 7 (fig. 35) has a decrease in feeding behavior in the pinger-trial. These 

trials have the highest number (n) of feedings out of all the trials. The whale in trial 5 was 

feeding through most of the pre-trial and post-trial with medium or high feeding behaviors 

(lunge feeding) and only a few low and medium feeding behaviors during the pinger-trial. 

This whale showed a clear change in feeding behavior when the pinger was deployed into 

the water. Only two feeding behaviors was observed in trial 6 which is too few to evaluate 

on. The whale in trial 8 (fig. 40) had a decrease in feeding behavior between the pre-trial 

and the post-trial which might indicate that the whale could still be affected by the pinger 

in the post-trial. The total mean (table 3) clearly has a decrease in feeding behavior during 

the pinger-trial. This indicate that their feeding behavior is interrupted and thereby affected 

by the pinger.   

Most of the whales were keeping a greater distance to the boat during the pinger-trials with 

only one whale (CaptainHook) closer than 100 m to the boat. Most of the whales came up 

close (less than 50 m) to the boat during the pre-trial and post-trial. This could indicate that 

they were bothered by the pinger and as a result keeping a greater distance to the boat 

when the pinger was deployed into the water. There are some uncertainties with using the 

distance to the boat as a parameter for a change in behavior. We were moving the boat and 

following the whale during the pre-trial and post-trial trying to keep the whale at a distance 

of 100 m, but the boat was stationary in the water during the pinger-trial.  

The distance to the boat could explain some of the differences in the results for the 

different whales. The sound intensity from the pinger should be highest close to the boat 
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and decrease with distance to the boat. It would be expected that the pinger has a greater 

effect on the behavior if the whale is close to the boat.  

4.1.4 Whale pinger and sealscarer 

There seem to be a small difference in the behavior between the two pingers (table 4). 

The diving time is generally lower for the whales in the whale pinger-trials. The diving 

time seems to be more affected by the whale pinger with a larger decrease in diving time 

between the pre-trial and pinger-trial than in the sealscarer-trials. The sealscarer-trials have 

a larger decrease in diving time between pinger-trial and post-trial. The total decrease 

between the pre-trial and post-trial are the same for both pingers. 

The number of breathings between dives are decreasing between the pre-trial and post-trial 

in the whale pinger-trials which is the same pattern as the total mean. The sealscarer-trials 

have a small increase in the pinger-trial. The overall difference in breathing behavior 

between pre-, pinger- and post-trial is bigger for the whale pinger.  

The feeding behavior is decreasing in the pinger-trials for both pingers. The overall 

difference is bigger for the whale pinger. The mean feeding behavior (table 4) for the 

sealscarer trials is from three trials with two of them having no/few feeding behaviors. 

Trial 5 (fig. 26), with the greatest difference in feeding behavior is a whale pinger-trial. 

Therefore, the overall difference is a bit misleading and it is difficult to make a clear 

conclusion between the pingers. 

The results from this study indicate that the whale pinger is more effective when looking at 

the change in behavior. The whale pinger operates with a frequency of 3 kHz which 

according to Houser et al. (2001) is within the highest sensitivity range of humpback 

whales. The sealscarer frequency at 14.5 kHz is higher than the indicated sensitivity range 

of humpback whales found in Houser et al. (2001). This might explain why the difference 

in behavior to the sealscarer are not as high as for the whale pinger.  

Differences between whale behavior could indicate a difference in personality of the 

whales and not a difference between effectiveness of the pingers. Each whale should 

probably be tested with both pingers to give a clear indication of a difference between the 

behavioral responses to each of the pingers. 

4.1.5 Statistics 

The statistical analysis on the data show no significant differences between the two pingers 

or the pre-, pinger- and post-trial for the different behaviors (table 5 and 6). The statistical 

analysis was on the total mean for all six trials which could explain the lack of significant 

results. The analysis on the combined mean change/evens out some of the differences seen 

when looking at the data for only one whale. Each whale displays different behaviors in the 

pre-trial with different diving times, number of breathings and feedings/min. It only makes 

sense that their reaction to the pinger is different as well. Only six whales participated in 

this study which is not a lot when doing a statistical analysis. More individuals and more 

trials could have shown more significant results. The sample size in this study is too low 

and difficult to analyse statistically. The test done in this trial is simple compared to what 
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could have been done. After talking to a professor, with large knowledge about statistics, it 

was decided that more complicated tests are above my level of learning.   

Even though there is no statistical significant difference between pre-, pinger- and post-

trial or between the two pingers there is a biological difference when looking at the data in 

table 3 and 4.  

The total mean for the different behaviors clearly shows a difference between the pre-, 

pinger- and post-trials. This difference in behavior would suggest that the whales are 

affected by the pinger. The decrease in feeding behavior and the greater distance to the 

boat in the pinger-trial indicate that the whales are disturbed by the pinger. Both the diving 

time and number of breaths decrease which means that the whales have shorter dives and 

therefore needs less air for the dives, hence the decrease in breaths.  These results suggest 

that the hypothesis could be correct. However, the low sample size and the lack of 

statistical significance in the results indicate that more studies are needed to positively 

confirm the hypothesis.     

 

4.2 Considerations for future trials 

The whale pinger specifications from the factory says it should have a 3-kHz tone but, as 

seen in fig. 6, it has some overtones with lower dB than the fundamental sound at 3 kHz. 

Therefore, it is possible that the overtones masked the 3-kHz sound and the whale could 

have heard the overtones instead. In the calibration graph from 5 m away (fig. 7) the 

fundamental 3 kHz sound has a lower dB than the overtones. Since the whales are always 

more than 5 m from the pinger it is highly possible that the whales heard the fundamental 

3-kHz tone every time. 

Video material is useful when looking at behavior. This project was video filmed and 

notations were made of the behavior seen directly from the boat. It was sometimes difficult 

to see the behaviors on the boat and after analysing the videos it was clear that some 

behaviors were missed when noting down on the boat. I found it more accurate using the 

videos since it is possible to pause the video, see the correct behavior and get the exact 

time of a spout or dive. 

The angle of filming has a huge influence on the visibility in the video and therefore also 

on the results. We went out on three different boats during the trials. Each boat is different 

and the viewing points were in different angles on the three boats. The RIB boat (fig. 5) 

used in trial 4 is very close to the water surface so the angle on the water is very low, 

which made it difficult to see the whale behavior in the video. Especially when combining 

this to the swell on the water. Sometimes it was very difficult to see the whale but we 

could hear the spout. The boat Athena (fig. 5) is higher than the others and it was possible 

to sit on top of the wheelhouse which was the best viewing point of all. It was possible to 

have 360 degrees view around the boat. This was not possible on the RIB boat or the 

research boat because of the design of the boats. It would have been better to use the same 

boat during all the trials, preferably Athena, to eliminate the differences in the visibility of 

the whales from the boats. This was not possible in this study because of different 

problems with the boats. We were meant to use the research boat during the trials but since 

it broke down we were forced to find other available boats.  
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Sometimes, especially during the pinger-trials, the whale was so far away that it was very 

difficult to see if the whale was feeding and the exact time of a dive. The video camera has 

a zoom function with 40x zoom. Using this function made it difficult to keep the camera 

still and the videos were blurry and unfocused. You never knew where the whale would 

appear so there was a higher risk of missing the whale on the video when the camera was 

zoomed in. Different video analysing programs on the computer were used to zoom in on 

the whales in the videos but the quality of the video was too low to get clear images. This 

makes it difficult only to rely on video when analysing the behavior of the whale. It is good 

to speak out loud on the boat, while filming, and say all the observed behaviors during the 

trial. Sometimes the whale came up outside of the video frame and I had to rely on the 

behaviors that was said out loud in the video.  

In some trials the video was paused when the whale went for a dive. The video camera 

then ended the video and started with a new recording when pressing start again. This 

made some time gaps between the videos and made it more difficult to calculate the exact 

time the behavior occurred in the video. Since we never know where or when the whale 

appears it is likely to miss some behaviors when pausing the video during the trial.  

The weather conditions had an impact in some of the trials. We checked the conditions 

before sailing out but some whales were further out than expected. The further out of the 

bay we got the higher the risk of a larger swell. The swell, movement on the water and 

raindrops on the lens in some of the trials made it more difficult to focus in the videos and 

track the whale. Some of the dives were difficult to see, both because of the camera not 

being in focus and the whale was too far away to see under these conditions. 

Some of these difficulties with the use of video cameras on a boat have also been described 

by Gordon (2001). 

It could be very effective to use drones (or unmanned aerial vehicle) in trials like this. 

Other studies, Christiansen et al. (2016a, 2016b), have used drones and found no effect of 

the drones on the behavior of whales if the drone is kept 30 m above the water surface. The 

use of a drone could eliminate some of the uncertainties explained above when using a 

video camera. The drone can be positioned in a better angle from above and follow the 

whale further away when the boat is stationary in the water during the pinger trial. The 

combination of using a video camera and a drone would be useful in future trials. 

 

4.3 Future perspectives 

Neilson et al. (2007a, 2007b) mention that the numbers of entanglements could be higher 

than the numbers in the article since only good photographs were taken into consideration 

when looking at the entanglement scars. Blurry photographs and bad angle photographs are 

often removed from the results. Furthermore, it is likely that not all individuals in an area 

have been photographed or reported. The number of entanglements could therefore be 

higher than the reported numbers mentioned in different studies (Robbins & Mattila, 2000; 

Neilson et al., 2007a, 2007b).  

How et al. (2015) mention that the higher number of entanglement reports from Australia 

could be due to the 10 % yearly increase in the humpback whale population after the 
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whaling stopped. An increase in the general whale population could indicate a higher risk 

of entanglements in the future. According to How et al. (2015) there have also been some 

reports of entanglements with sea-anchors, data loggers and wave rider buoys in Australia. 

This could lead to a bigger problem in the future with more whales, boats, equipment etc. 

in the oceans around the world. 

This study indicates that the pingers influenced the behavior of the humpback whales. The 

whales in this study reacted differently to the pingers but they also displayed different 

behaviors before the trial which could explain the difference in reactions to the pingers. A 

lot more studies on a higher number of individuals will be necessary to determine if the 

pingers could be used on fishing gears to alert the humpback whales and keep them from 

getting entangled. It would also be possible to use the pingers on boats or in areas, such as 

blasting zones, that could pose a threat to the whales. As mentioned in Teilmann et. al 

(2006) and Scordino (2010) the marine mammals in their studies seemed to adapt to the 

sounds after some time of exposure. This could be a problem in the future use of the 

pingers and further studies would be necessary to test the long-term effect of the pingers in 

this trial. Since the whales cover long distances it is possible that they will not be exposed 

to the sound long enough to adapt to it.    

It will take a lot of time and many studies to develop and test pingers to make them work 

in the intended way. This will be necessary in the process of making a pinger that can be 

used to protect the whales from anthropogenic threats, such as fishing gears. As they say in 

How et al. (2015), also the fishing industry is impacted by the entanglements. The loss or 

damage to the gear and lost catches has a financial impact on the fisheries. So, the use of 

pingers could be beneficial for both the marine mammals and the fishing industry.  
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Appendix A 

 

Fig. 41: Scheme showing the fluke coding used to identify the humpback whales.
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